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Article Body:
Secret #1: WHAT YOU BUY TODAY WILL BE OBSOLETE TOMORROW, IF IT ISN’T ALREADY.

What you should do about it:

Don’t sweat it. Just read what you can before you buy to educate yourself so you don’t make a

Plus, consumer surveys SCREAM to the electronics companies that people WANT these new, slim, h
If you´ve already purchased a particular technology ˘ Plasma, DLP, LCD, front or rear projecto

Secret #2. And this is really, really big: YOU CAN’T TELL WHAT THE PICTURE LOOKS LIKE FROM WHA

What you should do about it:

What you are doing now. Research. The hard part is cutting through the opinions of weenies who

There are three reasons why Home Theater Ugly Secret #2 is true.

1- The sets aren’t adjusted right. They are turned way up to dazzle you. The dazzle will bothe
Yes, most of the hi-def sets CAN be adjusted correctly for you in your home. MAYBE by you.
Did I mention that Bubba the shopper-doofus was there, just before you browsed in, that he fou

So, you can’t trust what you see in most stores. But wait, there’s more.

2- Many of the sets are being fed video poorly. A distribution amp or humungous splitter share

3- What you see may or may not be high definition or even good quality. Just as bad, it might

Secret #3. THERE’S SOMETHING WRONG WITH EVERYTHING.

What you should do about it:

Relax. Don’t obsess. It’s more a matter of things being done different ways by different desig

A personal note to THE OBSESSIVES:

If you haven’t already left this article, I want you to think about the fact that there are mi

Relax.

Why a Home Theater? And what’s it MEAN anyway? Good questions. A Home Theater is simply the na

A Home Theater is just like going to the movies. Except the screen isn’t that big, but you can

There. Now you know the top 3 Ugly Home Theater secrets.
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